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FADE IN:

EXT. SMALL WHITE APARTMENT - EARLY MORNING

A moving VAN is parked outside a small apartment, with a

long flight of stairs leading to the entrance. EVELYN JADE,

22, unloads boxes alongside her mother, MARA PECULIEE, 54,

wearing expensive clothing, whose mouth continuously

prattles undesirable and irritating comments towards her

daughter.

Evelyn walks up stairs with a large brown BOX secured in her

arms, balancing items atop. Her mother, empty handed,

incessantly gabs as she follows Evelyn.

MARA

...And you realize you have to pay

for water and heat and electricity,

and food. Lord knows you can’t

take a shower in under twenty

minuets.

EVELYN

I’m looking for a job.

Evelyn looks back at her mother, with an irritated glance,

as the items atop the box slide off. With nothing in her

hands, Mara bends down to brush dirt off her suede boots.

MARA

I’m not entirely sure how you’ll

manage without me. I’m just

thankful I won’t be cleaning up

after you, when something always

goes wrong....

Mara walks past Evelyn when they reach the entrance.

Evelyn struggles to fit herself and the huge box in the snug

doorway. When inside, she takes a breath and immediately

bumps into her father, ISSAC PECULIEE, 56, wearing a T-SHIRT

and JEANS. He is silently bent over, in front of Evelyn’s

dog, whose tail is enthusiastically wagging, as he gnaws on

a seemingly soft and gooey substance.

EVELYN

What is going on?

ISSAC

Sparky wanted truffles.
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EVELYN

Are you fucking kidding me-your

killing him!

ISSAC

(pleasantly)

But he wanted some. He likes it.

EVELYN

(Aggravated)

Chocolate contains a chemical toxic

to dogs! It can kill them! Where

have you been for the past fucking

twelve years we had this animal!?

A toilet swoosh is heard, as Evelyn stares angrily at her

unsympathetic father. Her mother steps out of the

bathroom.

MARA

(in disbelief)

What is going on here?

Issac chuckles.

MARA

(Looking around)

Where is the television? It

doesn’t just come with the house?

EVELYN

It’s not a house.

MARA

Ridiculous. Well maybe,if your

nice to your father, he will pay

for a television. Wheres the

stereo system?

She throws her hands up into the air.

EVELYN

I don’t need your money. If I want

a stereo I get a job and save.

Mara walks down a small hallway, into a square bedroom with

a DESK, TWIN-SIZE BED and a tiny CLOSET, with the door ajar.

Evelyn stands under the door frame as Mara walks to the

warped closet door and swings it open.
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MARA

(to Evelyn)

It’s warped.

EVELYN

Listen, I asked you to help me move

in not condemn my place and kill my

dog.

Mara sits down on the twin mattress.

MARA

Oh this is awful.

A large and runny bird dropping lands on her bedroom window

and oozes downward.

MARA

This place is going to shit.

CUT TO:

EXT. DINER - AFTERNOON

Evelyn carries a satchel, crammed with paper fliers and

books, walks towards a rather large trailer diner with a

BLUE-LIT SIGN spelling PARADISE DINER, "since 1973."

A young girl, wearing WHITE NIKE SHOES and a LED ZEPPELIN,

STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN T-SHIRT, is waiting near the door glaring

at Evelyn as she strides closer.

YOUNG GIRL

You got some courage.

EVELYN

(perplexed)

HA, What?

YOUNG GIRL

Lookin’ for some trouble?

EVELYN

(sarcastic)

Yeah that’s exactly why I go to

diners?

YOUNG GIRL

How did you find this place? Did

you receive an email and a free

online book?
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EVELYN

I read an online book a few days

ago...

YOUNG GIRL

You shouldn’t have opened the

email.

EVELYN

I never said I opened the email.

YOUNG GIRL

Then were did you get that?

The young girl points to the flier protruding out of

Evelyn’s satchel. Evelyn reaches down and pulls out a flier

with an alien border.

YOUNG GIRL

Notice anything strange?

EVELYN

You mean beside the weird alien

border, No.

Evelyn’s cell phone starts to beep as she becomes distracted

by a recieved text.

Beep Beep Beep

EVELYN

Thats weird, I just got a text

advertising...Paradise Diner,

fifteen percent off their dinner

specials...tonight!

YOUNG GIRL

Don’t fall for it. If you walk in

there they wont give you fifteen

percent off...they’ll give you a

meal for free, if you comply.

EVELYN

Well I comply, I’m hungry, I want a

meal and I want a job...so if you

could just move aside...

YOUNG GIRL

(perplexed)

Wait, where did you get that cell

phone?
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EVELYN

It was sent to me in the mail, like

a free trial..it’s the latest

galaxy phone.

YOUNG GIRL

Wow, you just accept everything

offered to you...don’t you? Just

because its cool and avaiable...

EVELYN

I wouldn’t be talking, look at your

ridiculous shirt and those weird

sneakers...

YOUNG GIRL

Hey! I actually enjoy listening to

Led Zeppelin over the crap my

Godmother plays.

The young girl looks down at her white Nike shoes.

YOUNG GIRL (CONT’D)

She makes me wear this crap, cause’

of some stupid belief about

entering another evolutionary

level...

EVELYN

You know who owns this place?

YOUNG GIRL

Yeah, I live with her and she’s

psycho.

EVELYN

Everyone thinks that the people who

raised them are nuts.

YOUNG GIRL

But she’s actually crazy. Crazy,

charming and creepily friendly, in

the worst way.

Evelyn walks past the young girl and closer to the diner.

YOUNG GIRL

(shouting)

You won’t be seeing anything except

the plate in front of you! You

have to listen, and decide for

yourself!
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Confused, Evelyn takes a deep breath and walks towards the

diner.

CUT TO:

INT. DINER - AFTERNOON

A chilly breeze greets her as she opens the door and walks

under the blue lit sign.

The diner is fair size, holding eight wooden booths, each

with a cactus flower on the table and a modern blue light

above. The artwork on the walls showcases abstract

paintings of alien-esq figures and foreign landscapes. A

long dark blue counter is near the corner; atop the counter

is a PLATTER OF WATER and a BASKET OF APPLES. Behind the

counter, THREE SERVERS stand, wearing identical BLACK BUTTON

UP BLOUSES with matching pants and WHITE NIKE ATHLETIC

SHOES.

Evelyn walks toward the counter, as one FEMALE EMPLOYEE

turns and smiles.

EVELYN

Is your manager available?

The female employee tilts her head towards an obscure wooden

door, in the corner.

Evelyn nears the door and knocks; she recognizes the name

Marshall Mather on a poster through the door crack.

BONNIE SUE, 44, opens the door. She wears a WHITE BUTTON-UP

BLOUSE, A SKIRT and BLACK NIKE SNEAKERS as she fiddles with

a RUBIK’S CUBE.

EVELYN

(nervously)

Hi, I’m Evelyn. I recently moved

into the area and am looking for a

job. Are you hiring?...

BONNIE SUE

Soyyr dear, we’re not hiring.

EVELYN

Are you sure it says differently on

your flier?

BONNIE SUE

Listen, if we did need someone they

would have to live around the area

(MORE)
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BONNIE SUE (cont’d)

with have extremely flexible hours,

be motivated, hard working and able

to learn without question...

EVELYN

Oh, that’s me. I’m hard working,

determined and...rarely complain...

BONNIE SUE

I’m not sure...

EVELYN

I’ll do whatever you ask me to!!

Please, I really need a job, I just

got a place....

BONNIE SUE

Where?

EVELYN

Saratoga Springs.

BONNIE SUE

ahh..Saratoga. Well if you want a

job here you might have to find

someplace closer...

EVELYN

(abruptly)

Sure, I just really need a job!!!

Bonnie Sue raises her eyebrows.

BONNIE SUE

You running away from something?

EVELYN

Home, family, friends, craziness...

BONNIE SUE

(laughing)

We’ll you’ll fit right in here.

She walks out of her office and over towards the counter.

BONNIE SUE

Most of our employees are young men

and women who just moved away from

home yourself. In fact, we’re all

like family here, just looking for

a place to fit in.

Evelyn spaces out, glaring at the abstract alien paintings.
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Distracted and hungry she grabs one of the cold water

beverages on a platter and takes a sip.

BONNIE SUE

Do you like? I am particularly

fond of the supernatural and the

mysteries of the universe...

EVELYN

Yes its tantalizing...

Without looking Evelyn reaches for the basket of apples.

BONNIE SUE

Oh, don’t eat those. We eat them

after we gather at my mansion...

EVELYN

You have a mansion?

BONNIE SUE

Yes, we all gather for a world wind

religious and spiritual

experience. To take your youthful

minds off the stress of work and

hardships of culture. The ritual

is really for the employees

benefit... At Paradise Diner, we

believe friendliness, fearlessness

and fantasy equals a successful,

satisfied mind and stomach...even

if the food doesn’t reach your

plate...

EVELYN

(Dazed)

Oh...

Bonnie walks over to a booth and pulls out a chair for

Evelyn to sit.

BONNIE SUE

Sit, relax, you look famished...

Evelyn sits.

BONNIE SUE

(smiling)

I recommend our house

pancakes. They’re

out-of-this-world!

A tan, tall and handsome blond haired MALE walks over with a

steaming plate of buttermilk pancakes with maple syrup.

(CONTINUED)
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As the smell reaches Evelyn’s nose she relaxes and falls

into a dream-like trance, goofily smiling at the young man.

YOUNG MAN

(smiling at Evelyn)

One stack of butter pancakes...

Evelyn dreamily stares at the young man. Overwhelmed by the

warm comfort food, delicious smell, impeccable service and

sultry specimen in front of her, Evelyn relaxes into a state

of euphoria.

Bonnie sits down next to her smiling as she prattles off the

employees seemingly unlimited benefits.

BONNIE SUE

...and we offer compensation

benefits for employees who are

injured or ill on the job, as well

as a dental insurance plan through

B.P Dental near Ticonderoga...

Bonnie looks at Evelyn who is softly, slowly and

satisfactorily swallowing her pancakes.

BONNIE SUE

Are you still

interested? Evelyn?...

EVELYN

(still consuming pancakes)

How much is the pay?

BONNIE SUE

Twenty dollars an hour.

Evelyn’s eyes widen in wonder. She hears dollar signs ring

in her head and aliens and supernatural creatures dance

about, hiding in dark corners and reappear suddenly, under

large stone arches leading into a large and dark

mansion. She sees herself in a dark red dress, dripping

with diamonds descending down a large marble staircase

towards an unidentified tall, dark and handsome male.

BOOM, BLAST OFF! She is flying towards outer space with her

dark handsome creature, never to look back, as dollar signs

endlessly CHA-CHING! in her head. A smile permanently

paints itself across her lips.

BONNIE SUE

Here, at Paradise Diner, we offer a

course by course experience to

great dining in an honest and

purposeful environment.

(CONTINUED)
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Most establishments want their

followers to act as a servant to

their world and serve false

concepts to keep blinded. To tell

you the truth, employees should

stick together in order to move up

to the next level and choose, with

free will... We offer stability,

truth, experience and preparation

to enter to reach the Next

Evolutionary Level.

Evelyn almost chokes.

BONNIE SUE

We will give you the right tools in

order for you to live a good life

and remain spiritual achieved and

successful, by reaching the next

level of the human evolutionary

process in which your humanness is

left behind, as the entrapped soul

travels forth to another world by

the family of the kingdom of

paradise.

Evelyn stares.

BONNIE SUE

This is your window of opportunity

to find a true life with a new

family, and board spacecraft away

to a distant, primary culture,

stripped from the cultivated

’norms’ of society. Once we reach

the kingdom, a non-temporal world,

we will become redefined,

genderless in a non-corruptible and

non-perishable world. Keep in

mind, how far you are willing to

go, is strictly up to you.

Evelyn’s head become heavy as her head start to droop. She

staires down at the gooey, hot plate of pancakes.

BONNIE SUE

Dear, you look exhausted. Here

have some choclate.

Bonnie Sue reaches into her pocket and pulls out a wrapped

chocolate square and offers it Evelyn who is looking down at

the pancakes shaking her head.
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EVELYN

No. No.

BONNIE SUE

Is everything alright? Well, I

could give you part of your

uniform, brand new Nike athletic

shoes, that should fit you

perfectly!

Evelyn’s head droops lower as her hands tightly grip the

side of the chair.

EVELYN

(slurring her words)

I’m nnot suree...

Time begin to move slower and slower as Evelyn’s head droops

further down onto her sloppy plate of pancakes. She is

gripping onto the sides of the chair to maintain her

slouched posture.

BONNIE SUE

Here let me help you...

Bonnie reaches touches Evelyn with her cold hands as an

electric shock sends shivers through Evelyn’s body. A high

pitched beep rings through Evelyn’s ears as she closes her

eyes.

Beep Beep Beep...Beep Beep Beep

She reaches slowly into her pocket and sees a small picture

of a her mother, Mara, ringing her on her cell phone.

EVELYN

(surprised)

My mmother iiss calling...

A slight smile spreads across her face, never in her life

has she been happier to take a call from such an arrogant

and materialistic woman.

She answers the phone.

MARA

(on the cell phone)

Were have you been? Your dumb

landlord keeps emailing me and

disrupting my hot yoga

session... Did you get a job yet

so you can finally take a shower?
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EVELYN

Thanks for calling mom, but I gotta

go, talk to you later

Evelyn slams the phone on the table and takes a deep breath

in her chair, looking up at Bonnie Sue.

EVELYN

(shouting)

You fuckin’ drugged me.

BONNIE SUE

It’s all your imagination dear, you

came all the way out here on your

own begging me for a job...and I

did what was necessary in order for

you to reach the next level of the

human evolutionary process.

Evelyn shaking, slowly stands from her chair.

EVELYN

No. Your a crazy manipulate and

psychotic bitch.

BONNIE SUE

You’ll never get a job with that

attitude.

EVELYN

Fuckin’ watch me.

Evelyn grabs her phone and her knapsack.

BONNIE SUE

Where do you think your going?

EVELYN

To reach the next level of the

human evolutionary process.

Evelyn stands, tall and erect and slowly walks out the door

and under the blue lit sign. Outside , she feels an

unexpected, warm and gooey substance drip down her

leg; bird droppings. She smiles.

EVELYN

(whispers)

Good luck.

FADE OUT.


